(A) Desq'ibe tlte greatest
cltallenge you Itave faced .0'- expect
,
, to face.
Except for my struggle with jacks-I could never get past
sixies while Leslie Ackerman whizzed through tenzies and
back to onezies all in one turn-this application i~ the'
greatest challenge I've faced. I'm glad you didn't ask how I
dealt with it.
'
I hope I'm not dodging or taking the easy way out. Il's
hard to find an honest answer to your question. Nothing I've
done so far could be called a "great challenge," A 'minor
annoyan'ce, inaybe: there Was my brush with Physics, when
I tried to understand the practical resu~ts of impractical
problems, like where an iron ball will lal1d if thrown out of
Ii 'moving car. (When I brought up in class that I never
would throw an iron ball out of a moving car, Mr. Weitz
just looked at me.) Before that came the separate trials of
learning the Australian crawl and the slice backhand, the
first for water survival and the second, my parents said, for
sod,al survival. And, of cOl,lrse,the intensely competitive
jacks. (At age nine, to be the best jac~s player was also to be
the most popular girl.) .All these experiences were
difficult-getting anything right h1 tennis still seems more
like a miracle-but I can't imagine ~aIlfng one of them my
"greatest challenge."
Challenge seems like it should be something bigger,
and I'm not sure I've faced it yet. I'v'e never had to work to
'

support my family, as my mother did, when she was my age.
Unlike my older brother, I've never had t6 find an
affor<:Jableapartment in New York City.' I've never even
, experienced what some of my New Jersey friends say is the
greatest chal1enge of all-fighting the 8:00 A.M.traffic on the
George Washington Bridge, unsure if they'll ever get to
schoo\. 1 live in Manhattan, which, now that 1 think about
it, may be challenge enough for anyone. But that's probably
not what you had in mind.
putting tqgether these forms for you, on the other
hand, comes closer to what I think of as "challenge." That
may be only because I want to go to Dartmouth more than I
ever wanted to imitate Chris Evert Lloyd. But part of the
challenge has to do with what applying to college
means-writing essays, remembering teachers and classes
and sports, answering questions, all this self examination. At
least il1 physics problems there was always a formula to
plug in. But there are no "correct" answers, everybody keeps
telling me, on the application; there's not even a correct
method, where you can gel points for reaching the wrong
answer the right way. There's only me. It's' a serious
challenge, if not a great one, to distill on four sides of blue
paper the perso'n I've become in seventeen years. It's like
trying to put myself into a little jar-a jar of Justine-and
yet somehow hoping that I won't fit, that I can't be
categorized. The whole thing makes sevenzies look easy.
'
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(B) Comment

0/1 all experie/1ce

value you hold.

that

or define a

h(!fped YOfl discern
"

"

In the primaries of the presidential election in 1984, Rev.
Jesse Jackson ran for the Democratic riomlnation witJ!6ut
the backing of major party officials. But, even knowing his
efforts would be in vain, Jackso~ cOI\lh'1uecito make'BPs

voice heard.'

ri:n

While ,high school elections may liot have the ~J8~
significance of national primaries, I believe I encounM'cd
similar situation this fall in running for Student Bod~!'

a

Presid~nt without tlie backing of the most popula~,~~e.iprs. .
Although the outcome of that election was a selbac~,'lhe
gratification I received from defending my beliefs ;'b~l:I~the

attempt worthwhile.
From the start I planned a campaign that wbWtllfocus
on issues, not personalities. Also, unlike the otha:![~~jc'
candidates; I had little support and thus had tcid9~~W(and
execute campaign posters, slogans, and my plat(drlIh,:,,}tbout
"',

assistance. These tasks were time-consum'ingalicJ.:fpi;~,~~1
me
to adopt a m~re organized and self.disciplined,mAmWf in
order to,contmue to achieve my goals: first, to enhance the
&tmospliereof the school through public aware~~g>tbf
issues; and second, to impact the maximuin atigi~r:ft~~with

my conc;epts.
Though the election was destined

'

.';;~:'l",(t\,

to beGDr¥J~i:simply a

popularity contest, I was determined to staqdPY'~y

,

convictions. When one of the individuals in'vm'{:fd in the
election refused to enter into a debate with 'di~"'~W~~Yi.
issues, I wrote a letter which was published'lii' tIm"lawn{
newspaper. Many of my peers disagreed \yil,hlhis:action
and,'!
with my views, but my primary concern,\v~s:i(bc:stimulate
discussion and make it evident I was a seri~us ci(ndidate.
'believe I accomplished this purpose in tIi~:f~c~':o'f'::;
considerable opposition.
' ,-' ,;':.I:,',.p i:;

A few students did express their agree'inJntwith
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myi>~

positions, but there was great pressure throughout the
campaign to make empty PI'omises of improved social life
or a more forceful stance on the part of students toward the
administration. I knew that my stressin'g'more constructive
issues cost me much support; one or'two of my friends
wondered why I spent so much time in organizational and
promotional efforts if I wasn't trying to win votes., I
certainly wanter! the support of my peers, but I could only
tell them that.! had to say what I thought was right,
regardless of outcome.
Though my campaign was unsuccessful and often
frustrating, I learned a great deid from it, p~rhaps more
than if I'd won. I found that in terms of self motivation I
am capable of an ipner strength that allow~ me to
accomplish my goals, even while I'm facing difficulties and
anxieties. Even more crucial was an understanding of the
value of sticking to one's beliefs, even if they are not shared
by a majority. Afte~-ward,I could look back with pride on
the positions I represented.
It's possible that someday I may have to take other
unpopular positions, but I can look forward to such a
situation, knowing I can maintain my integrity in the face
of peer pressure.
",
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(C) Describe a pel'son who has influeI1ced you.
MR. S6MARY
I have always wan~ed to take.his picture there in rehearsal,
when he stands in the middl~ of a semicircle of uptur'oed
eyes and open mouths, grandiosely wavhig his endless arms
as though he were swimming through the music. At
eight-thirty in the morning, when the rest of us are barely
awake, Johannes Somary is at his lovable best. The sun
opposite me shines on the sopranos and altos and
silhouettes his aristocratic nose, shaggy brows and frizz of

hair against the window pane and the morning sky. .
"Rrrroll your R'sl" he says. Then he stomps and
wiggles, bellows and 'whispers, puts his fingers to his chin as
if in prayer and opens his blue eyes so wide they seem to
leap out directly into mine, to discover tha.t mine are closed;
I am nodding asleep to the march rhythms of Handel's Mass
in Time of War. But not for long. He goes through every
conceivable contortion and exertion to energize our eighty
sleepy "faces. It is as if his wild gestures could conduct.
electricity as well as music through the drowsy air into our
voices, Sometimes I wonder what he would do if we
returned in kind, bugging our eyes' out, wriggling and
twisting our bodies to the music. As it is, we continue to
hold our notes too long '01-not long enough and we refuse to
"dance" with the 3/4 time.
Every once in a while he launches into a boiling
tirade-he "Swisses out." Then he reverts to European
discipline:' "If not every person is in this room at exactly
eighteen minutes past eight o'clock, there \vill be n0
concert:' He is the quintessential Swiss in other ways as
well: we must learn to speak English, not Americanese, we
must not be "cool" when singing Haydn, we must get eight
hours of sleep, be prompt, attentive, enunciate our
consonants, and think about nothing' else. This is the law
according to Somary.
It works. His ridiculous energy and steaming rages do
make us sit straighter, hold our scores higher and try a liLtle
harder. When he pleads, "Both feet on the floor-you cannot
hope to sing if you do not support yourself," there is a
second or two of shufllji1g and creaking as 160 legs are

uncrossed. Then he spreads his .own feet wide and arches
his back a little, sticking out his pot belly and hitching up
his belt. He's forever tucking in a st~bborn shirt tail set free
by quick tempi or forte' passages. There is a lo~ of child hl
him. He can glower as furiously as a two-year-old when he
says "Elephants have memories, people have pencils-write
it down!" or he can smile so widely and coyl)' that I am
afraid his grin will devour his ears and like Beethoven he
will have to COl~ductfrom memory.
.
Of all my teachers, I feel the most loyalty to him
because he devotes'-his entire self to his work. He does more
than just wheedle a Haydn Mass out of us at a sleepy hour;
his endless arm is as ready to wrap itself around my
shoulder with a reassuring squeeze as it is to gyrate in 4/4
.time, and he gives advice anq drops of Somary-wisdom as
freely as musical instruction. When he sits behind his messy
desk after rehearsal and we sprawl-legs, arm,s, chatter,
bookbags-on the couch in his comfortable office, he looks
like a complacent Swiss Buddha, nodding and smiling those
blue eyes at us, always there, always quirky, always
Inspiring to me.

acquaintances

gather to talk about mailY subjects

<me!ease' ".

the tensions of the school day. And yet high school is

.

somewhat confining in this regard, as a result of spending:':~'
so much scheduled time in class and, in my case, in being ..':~;,
'transported to and from school for over an hour each day.
iiii
And yet working with people is 'often the key to'A~
success, as I have learned from the computer consulting
';:ir~
,.-.

company I formed with some friends last year.. Of course we .}H
had to begin with a thoro.ugh knowledge of the subject, but .':~;!~
the company taught us not only how to run a small business ::df:~
but also how to deal effectively with people-for instance, .' ;;~~
how to give customers information which is relevant to
their questions. We also tutor both children and adults in
lif;

~i

using their computers, and I think that we have gained

":?i,

some helpful insights into teaching. I have learned that'
communication is just as important as knowledge, for,

:~W

without the latter,

the former

~f:;

is ~seless.'

. 3~}

My work as assistant editor of the newspaper, a.~W
weekly that has won several awards for excellence from the ,j~Jt:

Columbia Scholastic Press, also taught me the value of the ',:;:r/f
personal touch. A good Interview, for instance, demanclsiX.
revealing quotations from the subject. In interviewing
.;.;~~t
people it is important to put them at ease before delving into,:'~Z
their Innerm..ost feelings and ul~imately obtaining valuabl~J~~~
"
quotes; many stories unfortunately fall.Oatbecause the inter
viewer has not allowed his subject to relax. I have taken prid
in my ability to get people to o'pen up, resulting in a series. ~
of interviews

that many have found revealing

and readable::

:tfjU:~

In all my endeavors, I have discovered that knowing I t~;~\
how to interact with many different varieties of people is . ,,':t:~W
invaluable. College, w~th its diver~e social settings, it~ wide,;l;;~'
array of people, promises

to provide the broad expenence

that gives education its special flavor. Having roommates
from Ohio and Colorado

(D) Tell us anything you think we should kI1ow..
The aspect of college I'm anticipating most is the chance to
continlle to refine my interpersonal" skills. In high sohool I
feel r have dedicated myself to academics and
extracurriculars, but more especially I have enjoyed the
contact with my peers in more informal settings such as the
cafeteria or the moments between classes, when friends and

and India can teach as

,:,-'+~

. '~1;i~~

:':~Wif

mur;h-maybe more!-~han tbe ?est textbook or teacher.;!N~

Although, through my mterests m psychology, I plan to
=:1\11
benefit academically from whatever college I attend, I am'Dl

,

just as eager to benefit from the people I will meet in the :[;~i
course of four years.
:',t
.
.
:}
1. I cOl.\ldhave stopped after the first sentence. (After alJ,a ":t
good pickpocket has, in a sense, "refined his interpersoi1a'!!;f~
.~::
''."

(E) AllY topic.

ONLY AT NIGHT
The abo.ve is the title of a story I may someday write.
Sordid romance? Spy mystery? Drug novel? Actually, it is a
description of my work habits. To the horror of my parents.
who are convinced they have brought up some kind of
lunatic, I can concentrate only when the house is all mine.
AI three a.m., I rule the night.
Well, sort of. Unfortunately I cannot boast that I am
someone well-adjusted to the night. My mother keeps a tally
of the number of times she has opened my bedroom door to
find me sprawled on the floor unconscious, buried in blue
ink and American history. My appearai1ce-conscious sister
has' often lectured me on the damaging social effects of dark
circles under the eyes. Classes, which have a bad habit of
taking place during the day, are often a blur. I don't wait
for darkness because Moby Dick pr trigonometric functions
are any easier by night than by day; it's just that my work
seems important, even vital, when I spend precious early
morning hours doing it. My father thinks It is the result of
too many suspense .novels, but I don't know. If sneaking
through the house for a bowl of Rice Krispies to keep me
awake Is the nearest I can come to fulfilling my fantasies of
adventure and heroism, Robert Ludlum couldn't have had
much of an effect.
Actually, adventure, if not heroism, has not always
been thai hard to come by. 'When I was six I would lie
open-eyed in bed; waiting with terrified eagerness for a
robber's creeping footsteps. I imagined myself bravely
rescuing the entire family-that is, until one real creak from
an upstairs floorboard would send me scurrying to my

parents. But as I've grown older and my nocturnal vigils
longer. my hopes of one day gaining the courage I would
need In such a situation have.only grown dimmer. 1
remember two exploits especially, one a midnight tramp
through fhe jungles of Central Park with two fri~nds who
wert: searching for an obscure war monument; the other
was a panicked call to the police to report a bomb I had
seen smoking in the gateway of a sldestreel near my house.
(It turned out to be a firecracker.) The park I survivecJ by
envisioning myself an undercover archeologist; the
. "bomb'~-a daytime event-is
now just a blur of tears and

shaking.

.

The truth is I'm not really suited for night or day,
responsibilities being what they are, you have to choose
Though I've put a dent in my habit of classroom dozing
a strong brand of drip coffee, I still really work only in
dark hours of the morning, surrounded by my private
goblins. Each to his own muse.

but,
one.
with
the

(Ii) Any topic.
In 1979 we move~ to New York. Only then did I realize why
I had spent the first twelve years of my life not fitting in. I
was born in Tum!llo, Oregon, literally a one-street town west
of the Cascade Mountains in Oregon's "Dry Country." The
people of Tumalo lived there because they had always lived
there. Many of them d'idn't have the imagination or means

to move.

.

My dad, on the other hand, did have the imagination
and, the means. A rebellious painter, he had fled an eastern
society up-bringing for the "real-people" in Oregon .and set
up a studio there-a' loft with white walls, wooden floors
and plenty of light-where he play.cd the guitar and painted
what thl? townspeople called "that queer modern art."
Everybody ~Ise wore a cowboy hat, plowed fields, trained
horses and. baled hay during the week; on weekends, they
rode bucking broncoes.
My parents liked it there, but I kne\v early on that we
weren't really part of things in Tumalo. I didn't milk a cow
until my best friend, who woke to that chore every day,
showed me hO\.v.I never did learn how to gather eggs or
cream butter or ride horses, because I was' too embarrassed
to try somethin6 for the first tin1e that all the other kids
knew how to do from birth. I began to wonder why we
didn't have cow~ to milk and horses to ride instead of books
to read and oJ! paints and canvas to play with.
Kids need to fit il1,and I did what I could. I remember
strutting desperately around the rodeo grounds in my
cowboy boots and jeans, happy and dusty from the powdery
earth, guzzling an Orange Crush. In my memory I can still
feel the cool lip of the bottle against my teeth and the sweet
liquid, "At least I look like a cowgirl," I thought. A vpice

.

,

crackled out of the loud speaker announcing the best barrel
rider and the best calf; I went over to the aren~ and cheered
with my friend as her father came charging out of the pen
on a white Palomino, right on the tail of'a small black goat.
I wanted my father to rope a goat from horseback, knock 1'1
to the ground, tie its four legs together faster than anybody
else, then tip his Stetson to the crowd, spit some tobacco
juice and cowboy-walk out of the arena.
I wanted more from my mother, too. It took me a long
time to forgive'her for my lunches. Little did she know the
ordeal I went through every day with ~y daily cargo of
ethnic foods and brown bread and organic peanut-butter
sandwiches and carrots and 'celei'y; she tefused to buy
Wonder Bread and Twinkies. Every day in the lunchroom at
Tumalo Elementary, I threw it all away without even taking
it out of the bag.
My dad just wasn't going to be a cowboy, and my
mother wasn't a cowboy's wife. They were 'Wellesiey and
Princeton graduates who wanted a simple life, But I don't
think they realized what being different did tome. As adults,
they could handle It and appreciate it. But I was the one
who didn't have a heifer to enter in the 4.H competition,
I understand now what my parents wanted-the peace,
the country, the howls of the coyotes at night, the absence
of cocktail parties. a place where t\tey.~ould wear jeans and
old work boots all week and didn'l have to be social and
send Christmas cards to business associates. I can appreciate
all that now, but I was still glad when we moved to 1'12th
Street arid Broadway in a town where my friends-like
me-ate souvhikl, kasha. bagels and tofu. and where' modern
art has a \vhole museum.

